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Navigation through the paper
• In the Table of Contents and the 

Table of Cases:
• Add 143 to the page number to 

get the page in the Adobe Acrobat 
file of materials for the 
conference.

• Add 18 to the first number in the 
pagination “--- of 170”



The Incredible Shrinking 
Caseload, p. 144 (19 of 170)

New EEO cases filed in Federal 
court:
• FY 2012: 16,976
• 12 months to March 31, 2017: 

14,093
• Reduction in 5 years: 17.0%



Cases Terminated by Trial, p. 145 
(p. 20 of 170)

• 9,763 private-plaintiff employment 
discrimination cases, terminated in the 
12 months ending September 30, 2016. 
2.2% of them reached trial.

• 1,863 private-plaintiff ADA employment 
cases, terminated in the 12 months 
ending September 30, 2016.  
1.5% of  them reached trial. 



Enormous Court Caseloads
• For 12 months ending March 31, 2017, 

actions per authorized judgeship:
• 431 new civil filings; 
• 102 criminal felony filings and 39 

supervised release hearings;
• Total of 573 new matters per judgeship.
• This is a killing workload.  
• Only 17 of the 573 new civil and criminal 

matters went to trial. 



Enormous Court Caseloads

•Thinking about the 
effect of all this on 
summary 
judgment . . .



Case Durations
• Percentage of civil cases that 

were more than three years old:

• As of March 31, 2015: 8.4% 

• As of March 31, 2017: 17.4%



EEOC Charges Flushed Down 
the Toilet

• EEOC is very proud of reducing 
its backlog and intake.
But this is happening by 

discouraging charges over 
which it has jurisdiction
And same-day kickouts without 

position statements



1. DECISIONS

Supreme Court



First Amendment 
p. 147 (22 of 170)

• Janus v. AFSCME Council 31, 138 S.Ct. 
2448 (2018) (5 to 4): 

• Public-sector unions charging agency 
fees for representation of non-members:
“We conclude that this arrangement violates 
the free speech rights of nonmembers by 
compelling them to subsidize private speech 
on matters of substantial public concern.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 “We upheld a similar law in Abood v. Detroit Bd. of Ed., 431 U.S. 209 … (1977), and we recognize the importance of following precedent unless there are strong reasons for not doing so. But there are very strong reasons in this case. Fundamental free speech rights are at stake. … Abood was poorly reasoned. It has led to practical problems and abuse. It is inconsistent with other First Amendment cases and has been undermined by more recent decisions. Developments since Abood was handed down have shed new light on the issue of agency fees, and no reliance interests on the part of public-sector unions are sufficient to justify the perpetuation of the free speech violations that Abood has countenanced for the past 41 years. Abood is therefore overruled.”



First Amendment
p. 149 (24 of 170)

• Masterpiece Cakeshop, Ltd. v. Colorado Civil 
Rights Comm'n, 138 S. Ct. 1719 (2018) (6 in 
majority, 2 concurring opinions with 4 
Justices, 1 concurrence in judgment, and 1 
dissent with 2 Justices):

• Difficult issues presented where the freedom 
of speech and free exercise of religion vs. 
freedom from discrimination ---

• But Colorado made it easy.



First Amendment
p. 150 (25 of 170)

• Masterpiece Cakeshop:
• “ … The reason and motive for the baker's refusal 

were based on his sincere religious beliefs and 
convictions. The Court's precedents make clear that 
the baker, in his capacity as the owner of a business 
serving the public, might have his right to the free 
exercise of religion limited by generally applicable 
laws. Still, the delicate question of when the free 
exercise of his religion must yield to an otherwise 
valid exercise of state power needed to be 
determined in an adjudication in which religious 
hostility on the part of the State itself would not be a 
factor in the balance the State sought to reach. That 
requirement, however, was not met here. …”



First Amendment
p. 151 (26 of 170)

• Masterpiece Cakeshop:
• “Our society has come to the recognition that 

gay persons and gay couples cannot be treated 
as social outcasts or as inferior in dignity and 
worth. For that reason the laws and the 
Constitution can, and in some instances must, 
protect them in the exercise of their civil rights. 
The exercise of their freedom on terms equal to 
others must be given great weight and respect 
by the courts. At the same time, the religious and 
philosophical objections to gay marriage are 
protected views and in some instances protected 
forms of expression. …”



ERISA and CBA Benefits for 
Retirees

p. 191 (66 of 170)
• CNH Indus. N.V. v. Reese, 138 S.Ct. 

761 (2018) (per curiam)
• Memorable line: “Because the Sixth 

Circuit's analysis is “Yard–Man re-
born, re-built, and re-purposed for 
new adventures,” 854 F.3d, at 891 
(Sutton, J., dissenting), we reverse.”



Class Action & Collective-Action 
Waivers in Arbitrations

p. 191 (66 of 170)
• Epic Systems Corp. v. Lewis, 138 S. Ct. 1612 

(2018) (5 to 4)
• “The NLRA secures to employees rights to organize 

unions and bargain collectively, but it says nothing 
about how judges and arbitrators must try legal 
disputes that leave the workplace and enter the 
courtroom or arbitral forum. This Court has never 
read a right to class actions into the NLRA—and for 
three quarters of a century neither did the National 
Labor Relations Board.”



Class Action & Collective-Action 
Waivers in Arbitrations: 

Consequences
p. 191 (66 of 170)

• Transaction costs
• Employee claims
• Employee law firms
• EPLI insurers and rates
• NLRA rights of employees



ADEA Coverage of State and 
Local Employers

• Mount Lemmon Fire Dist. v. Guido, 139 S. 
Ct. 22, 24 (2018)

• “We hold, in accord with the United States 
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, that 
§630(b)'s two-sentence delineation … 
combine to establish separate categories: 
persons engaged in an industry affecting 
commerce with 20 or more employees; 
and States or political subdivisions with no 
attendant numerosity limitation.”



Dodd-Frank Whistleblowing
p. 191 (66 of 170)

• Digital Realty Tr., Inc. v. Somers, 
138 S.Ct. 767 (2018):

• Internal complainants are not 
protected from retaliation by 
Dodd-Frank. 



Supplemental Jurisdiction
p. 155 (30 of 170)

• Artis v. D.C., --- U.S. ---, 138 
S. Ct. 594, 597-98 (2018):

• SOL under savings clause in 
28 U.S.C. § 1367



2. Cert Grants
p. 146 (21 of 170)

Supreme Court



• New Prime v. Oliveira: FAA limit 
as to ICs driving goods from 
ports?

• Henry Schein Inc. v. Archer & 
White Sales: FAA exception to 
delegation clause for 
“groundless” claims of 
arbitrability?



• Lamps Plus Inc. v. Verela: Must 
an arb agreement explicitly 
authorize class arbitration, or 
may ordinary State rules of 
contract construction suffice?



Courts of Appeals
(mostly)



First Amendment
pp. 152-155 (27-30 of 170)

• Lincoln v. Maketa (10th Cir. 2018), 
reversed denial of  immunity to 1st 
Amendment defendants because it 
was not clearly established:

• that being told to lie is outside of job 
duties, or 

• that opening criminal investigations of 
plaintiff and his children were adverse 
employment actions.



Expansion of § 1983
p. 157 (32 of 170)

• Roybal v. Toppenish Sch. Dist., 
(9th Cir. 2017): 

• P former principal had a 
protected property interest in 
his salary, even if not in his 
assignment or job level.



Liberty Interests
p. 158 (33 of 170)

• Kando v. Rhode Island State Bd. 
of Elections (1st Cir. 2018), 
affirmed JOP to 14th Amend. 
liberty-interest Ds. 

• P had a right not to be 
stigmatized, but conclusory 
allegations not enough:



Liberty Interests
5-part test. The challenged statements must: 
• be false, 
• have seriously damaged the employee's 

reputation and standing in the community, 
• have been intentionally publicized by the 

government employer, 
• have been made in conjunction with the 

employee's termination, and 
• government must have denied the employee's 

post-termination request for a name-clearing 
hearing. …



Limits on PDP Rights
p. 159 (34 of 170)

Catinella v. Cty. of Cook (7th Cir. 
2018): PDP rights must be founded 
on something other than P’s 
understanding.
Roybal v. Toppenish Sch. Dist. (9th 
Cir. 2017): Federal PDP rights do 
not incorporate all State-law rights.



Limits on SDP Rights
• Catinella v. Cty. of Cook, 881 F.3d 514, 

518-19 (7th Cir. 2018), affirmed dismissal 
of P’s § 1983 SDP claim.  

• Such claims limited to “cases involving 
abuse of governmental power so arbitrary 
and oppressive that it shocks the 
conscience. … “[O]nly the most egregious 
official conduct” can be said to violate this 
standard. …”

• P’s allegations “miles away from ‘the rack 
and the screw.’”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In short, he claims that Cook County retaliated against him because he refused to cooperate in an investigation into public bidding and then trumped up his nonthreatening possession of a knife as a pretext to fire him. Even if unfair, this conduct is far from conscience shocking.



ADEA Disparate Impact
p. 161 (36 of 170)

• Dayton v. Oakton Comm. 
College (7th Cir. 2018):

• RFOA defense does not require 
employers to defend their policy 
against a claim a narrower policy 
would have reduced adverse 
impact.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In short, he claims that Cook County retaliated against him because he refused to cooperate in an investigation into public bidding and then trumped up his nonthreatening possession of a knife as a pretext to fire him. Even if unfair, this conduct is far from conscience shocking.



Equal Pay Act (4th Cir.)
p. 161 (36 of 170)

• EEOC v. Maryland Ins. Admin., 
(4th Cir. 2018): 

• EEOC established PF case by 
showing that female claimants 
paid less than at least one male, 
regardless of whether other men 
were paid less.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reversed SJ.



Equal Pay Act (4th Cir.)
• That involved the PF case.  What about the 

affirmative defenses?
• “We agree with the Third and Tenth Circuits' 

explanation that this statutory language 
requires that an employer submit evidence 
from which a reasonable factfinder could 
conclude not simply that the employer's 
proffered reasons could explain the wage 
disparity, but that the proffered reasons do in 
fact explain the wage disparity.”  Ds have 
burden of persuasion.



Equal Pay Act (4th Cir.)

•Where D’s pay system 
allows discretion, D 
must show it exercised 
discretion in a gender-
neutral way.



Equal Pay Act  (11th Cir.)
p. 166 (41 of 170)

• Bowen v. Manheim Remarketing, Inc. (11th Cir. 2018), 
reversed SJ on defense of prior salary and experience:

• “Manheim did not simply pay Bowen's male predecessor a 
much greater starting salary; it set the predecessor's salary 
near the midpoint of the compensation range … but 
consistently set Bowen's salary at the bottom of the range. A 
jury could find that prior salary and prior experience alone do 
not explain Manheim's disparate approach to Bowen's salary 
over time. Once Bowen established herself as an effective 
arbitration manager, prior salary and prior experience would 
not seem to justify treating her different than the predecessor.”



Equal Pay Act  (11th Cir.)
• “And further undercutting Manheim's affirmative 

defense, the evidence indicates that Manheim's 
general managers ‘were influenced by [sex] 
bias.’ … The evidence indicates that they took 
sex into account when considering personnel 
matters. Peoples's affidavit testimony 
establishes that sex-based pay disparities were 
common at Manheim, that the managers 
refused to remedy the disparities, and that the 
managers repeatedly exhibited an unwillingness 
to treat women equally in the workplace.”



Ministerial Exception
p. 167 (42 of 170)

• Applies to hospital even after it ended its 
affiliation with Methodism, where still 
deeply religious, P worked in Pastoral 
Care Dept., and complaints concerned 
his pastoral care, so pretext inquiry would 
be entangled with religion: Penn v. New 
York Methodist Hospital, 884 F.3d 416 
(2d Cir. 2018).



Ministerial Exception
p. 167 (42 of 170)

• Does not apply to “deeply 
religious” funeral home with no 
church affiliation: EEOC v. R.G. &. 
G.R. Harris Funeral Homes, Inc., 
884 F.3d 560 (6th Cir. 2018).



Ministerial Exception
p. 180 (55 of 170)

• Applies to employee and ADA 
plaintiff whose duties include 
teaching students about Judaism.

• Grussgott v. Milwaukee Jewish 
Day School, Inc. (7th Cir. 2018).



Ministerial Exception
p. 193 (68 of 170)

• Applies to breach of contract 
claim between church and its fired 
pastor, because entanglement 
would be inevitable.

• May not bar all claims, if they do 
not risk entanglement.



Human Relations Exception
p. 169 (44 of 170)

• Gogel v. Kia Motors Mfg. of Georgia
(11th Cir. 2018)

• P was an HR official and tried for 
years to make internal reports of 
EEO problems

• P told employee to file EEOC charge 
and gave her name of P’s lawyer



Human Relations Exception
p. 169 (44 of 170)

“Because Ms. Gogel tried to use Kia’s 
internal framework, her deviation from 
it furthered the purposes of Title VII, 
without impacting Kia’s illusory efforts 
at voluntary compliance. Thus, … we 
conclude that the manner of her 
opposition was reasonable and her 
conduct was protected activity.”



Title VII Transgender Claims
p. 172 (47 of 170)

• EEOC v. R.G. &. G.R. Harris Funeral 
Homes, Inc., (6th Cir. 2018) 

• Held, transgender discrimination is a 
subset of sex discrimination and is 
forbidden by Title VII.

• It also involves sex stereotypes.



What About RFRA?

• “But more to the point, we hold as a 
matter of law that a religious claimant 
cannot rely on customers' presumed 
biases to establish a substantial burden 
under RFRA.”

• The Sixth Circuit analogized to the sex 
discrimination customer-preference 
cases. 



Sexual Orientation Claims
p. 175 (50 of 170)

• Franchina v. City of Providence (1st Cir, 
2018)

• Title VII forbids sex-plus claims, even 
where the “plus” is that the plaintiff is 
lesbian,

• But P must demonstrate that there was 
gender discrimination.



Title VII and Gender Orientation
p. 175 (50 of 170)

• Zarda v. Altitude Express, Inc., 
(2d Cir. 2018) (en banc), held 7 to 
6 that sexual orientation 
discrimination is a subset of sex 
discrimination. 

• Only 6 of 13 judges relied on a 
stereotyping analysis.



Easy for you to say . . .
• Katzmann, C.J., filed the majority opinion in which 

Hall, Chin, Carney, and Droney, JJ., joined in full, 
Jacobs, J., joined as to Parts I and II.B.3, Pooler, J., 
joined as to all but Part II.B.1.b, Sack, J., joined as to 
Parts I, II.A, II.B.3, and II.C, and Lohier, J., joined as 
to Parts I, II.A, and II.B.1.a.  Jacobs, J., filed a 
concurring opinion. Cabranes, J., filed an opinion 
concurring in the judgment. Sack, J., filed a 
concurring opinion. Lohier, J., filed a concurring 
opinion. Lynch, J., filed a dissenting opinion in which 
Livingston, J., joined as to Parts I, II, and III. 
Livingston, J., filed a dissenting opinion. Raggi, J., 
filed a dissenting opinion.”



Title VII and Gender Orientation
(not in paper)

• Bostock v. Clayton Cty. Bd. of 
Commissioners, 723 F. App'x 964 
(11th Cir. 2018): Title VII does not 
forbid gender orientation 
discrimination.

• Rehearing en banc denied, with a 
dissent, 894 F.3d 1335.



Title VII and Gender Orientation
Supreme Court?

• Three cert petitions are pending:
• Bostock, Zarda, and R.G. & G.R. 

Harris Funeral Homes.
• They had been listed for 

conference today, but are now 
postponed with no new date set.



Title VII Religious Accommodations
p. 179 (54 of 170)

• Tabura v. Kellogg USA, 880 F.3d 544, 
550–51 (10th Cir. 2018), reversed SJ 
to religious-accommodation 
defendant.   

• Ps were sabbatarians who could not 
arrange enough shift swaps to cover 
26 working Saturdays a year.



Title VII Religious Accommodations
• “In this case, an accommodation will not 

be reasonable if it only provides Plaintiffs 
an opportunity to avoid working on some, 
but not all, Saturdays. … Nor would it be 
reasonable if Kellogg only provided 
Plaintiffs with an opportunity to delay their 
eventual termination. …” 



Title VII Religious Accommodations
• “On the other hand, to be reasonable, an 

accommodation need not provide a ‘total’ 
accommodation; that is, Kellogg is not required 
to guarantee Plaintiffs will never be scheduled 
for a Saturday shift, nor is Kellogg required to 
provide an accommodation ‘that spares the 
employee any cost whatsoever,’ … holding 
that, although ‘[o]f course, an employee is not 
required to modify his religious beliefs,’ ‘[a] 
reasonable accommodation need not be on 
the employee's terms, only’).”



ADA “Regarded As” Claims
p. 182 (57 of 170)

• Nunies v. HIE Holdings, 908 F.3d 428 (9th Cir. 
2018) (supersedes citation in paper):

• P not required to show that D thought his impairment 
affected a major life activity

• “… HIE errs by placing the burden on Nunies to show 
that his impairment was not transitory or minor. … the 
“transitory and minor” exception is an affirmative 
defense, and “[a]s such, the employer bears the 
burden of establishing the defense.” … HIE offered 
no evidence to sustain its burden that Nunies’ actual 
or perceived injury was “transitory and minor.”



ADA Reasonable Accommodations
p. 183 (58 of 170)

• Mosby-Meachem v. Memphis Light, Gas & 
Water Div. (6th Cir. 2018):

• a. Employee Not Required to Show Financial 
Hardship in Absence of Reasonable 
Accommodation

• b.   Absolute refusal to allow telecommuting = 
failure to engage in interactive process.

• c.   Consequences.



ADA Reasonable Accommodations
p. 185 (62 of 170)

• Severson v. Heartland Woodcraft, Inc., 872 F.3d 476 
(7th Cir. 2017), cert. denied, 138 S.Ct. 1441 (2018),  
affirmed SJ to the ADA RA defendant.

• Severson took a 12-week medical leave under FMLA 
for serious back pain. “On the last day of his leave, 
he underwent back surgery, which required that he 
remain off of work for another two or three months.”

• The ADA is an antidiscrimination statute, not a 
medical-leave entitlement. … An employee who 
needs long-term medical leave cannot work and thus 
is not a “qualified individual” … .



FMLA, p. 188 (63 of 170)
• DeVoss v. Southwest Airlines (5th Cir. 

2018)
• FMLA claims for failure to restore P to the 

prior position do not require proof of 
intent

• FMLA claims for interference or retaliation 
do require a pretext analysis, and P must 
show D’s reason is false and not honestly 
believed.



FMLA, p. 188 (63 of 170) 
and p. 257 (132 of 170)

• Marshall v. The Rawlings Co. LLC, 854 
F.3d 368, 378-80 (6th Cir. 2017), affirmed 
in part and reversed in part SJ to the 
FMLA and ADA defendant.  

• The court held that the “cat’s paw” theory 
of liability applies to FMLA retaliation 
cases.  

• An “honest belief” defense can be 
destroyed by dishonest input.



FMLA and Constructive Notice
• Guzman v. Brown County, 884 F.3d 633 (7th Cir. 

2018), affirmed SJ to D on FMLA interference and 
retaliation claims. 

“The cases in which we have previously found possible 
constructive notice of the need for FMLA leave have 
entailed stark behavioral changes, such as an 
employee who suddenly and uncharacteristically began 
aggressively shouting at coworkers over minor 
occurrences. … Six incidents of oversleeping, spread 
over eighteen months, do not constitute the sort of stark 
and abrupt change which is capable of providing 
constructive notice of a serious health condition.”



SOX, p. 192 (67 of 170)
• Genberg v. Porter, 888 F.3d 1249 

(10th Cir. 2018), reversed SJ on SOX 
claim to defendant CEO. 

• P ghost-wrote an e-mail that a 
shareholder sent to the Board, that 
did not cite any specific SEC rule.  

• Court followed ARB precedent and 
held it was protected.



ESI and Litigation Holds

•Perceptions



Pretext Take-Aways
p. 193 (68 of 170)

• Oliver v. Joint Logistics Managers, Inc., 893 
F.3d 408 (7th Cir. 2018).  Extremely high 
standard for P’s qualifications as evidence of 
pretext.

• Citing a 1999 decision saying standard is 
“there can be no dispute among reasonable 
persons of impartial judgment that the plaintiff 
was clearly better qualified for the position at 
issue.”

• See Ash v. Tyson Foods, 546 U.S. 454 (2006).



Subjective Explanations
• Oliver v. Joint Logistics Managers, 

Inc.
• D stated it believed the W promotee 

was better-qualified.  
• The court held objective proof is 

needed to support a subjective 
nondiscriminatory explanation, and 
that the employer satisfied its burden.  



Pretext: Alleged Rigging of Deputy 
Sheriff FTD Exam, p. 194 (69 of 170)

• Milliman v. City of McHenry, 893 F.3d 
422 (7th Cir. 2018) 

• P showed D cherry-picked adverse 
info to send to examiner, and 
excluded favorable info.

• Did not matter, because a lot of 
independent evidence of problems. 



Lying to Employee, p. 195 (70 of 170)

• Carlson v. University of New England
(1st Cir. 2018)

• Employee can complain of voluntary 
transfer where she alleged Dean’s 
lies induced her to take it;

• Dean’s shifting explanations were 
evidence of pretext.



Shifting Explanations, p. 196 (71 of 
170)

• Rooney v. Rock-Tenn Converting Co., 878 F.3d 1111, 
1116–17 (8th Cir. 2018), affirmed SJ to Title VII defendant

• “Title VII does not impose a legal obligation to provide an 
employee an articulated basis for dismissal at the time of 
firing, and an employer is certainly not bound as a matter 
of law to whatever reasons might have been provided.”

• “Instead, it is well-established that a employer may 
elaborate on its explanation for an employment decision. 
… Evidence of a substantial shift in an employer's 
explanation for a decision may be evidence of pretext, but 
an elaboration generally is not.”



Presumptions on SJ (not in paper 
but see p. 201 (76 of 170))

• McKinney v. Office of Sheriff of Whitley Cty., 
866 F.3d 803, 814-15 (7th Cir. 2017), reversed 
SJ to the Title VII defendant.  

• The lower court erred in relying on the “same 
actor” inference.

• “… this inference is not a conclusive 
presumption and that it should be considered 
by the ultimate trier of fact rather than on 
summary judgment or the pleadings.”



“Honest Belief”
p. 203 (78 of 170)

• Armstrong v. BNSF Ry. Co., 880 F.3d 377, 
382–83 (7th Cir. 2018), affirmed the judgment 
on a jury verdict for the Federal Rail Safety Act 
retaliation defendant.  

• The court held that the railroad’s honest belief 
that plaintiff had not made his complaint in 
good faith precluded a finding of retaliation, 
even on a mixed-motive basis.



Need to Specify a Protected Basis
p. 204 (79 of 170)

• Failure to specify a protected 
basis is fatal: Catinella v. Cty. of 
Cook, 881 F.3d 514, 519-20 (7th 
Cir. 2018); Winfrey v. City of 
Forrest City, 882 F.3d 757, 758 
(8th Cir. 2018). 

• So what do we as counsel do?



Need to Prove a Protected Basis
p. 216 (91 of 170)

• Smith v. Rosebud Farm, Inc. (7th Cir. 
2018), affirmed judgment for plaintiff for 
$470,000 in damages and $69,791.80 
in backpay. (Paper wrongly says court 
affirmed judgment for defendant.)

• Title VII is not an anti-harassment law, 
but an anti-discrimination law.

• See the evidentiary hoops required to 
show harassment was because of sex.



Temporal Proximity as Proof of 
Causation, p. 207 (82 of 170)

• Donley v. Stryker Sales Corp., 906 F.3d 
635 (7th Cir. 2018)

• D delayed investigation P’s misconduct 
until just after it fired a manager she said 
harassed her. Suspicious.

• Decisionmaker’s lack of knowledge of her 
SH complaint was immaterial because 
the HR director was involved in firing P, 
and he knew.



The Importance of Timelines
p. 210 (85 of 170)

• Genberg v. Porter (10th Cir. 2018)



Biased Statements, p. 212 (87 of 170)
• Fassbender v. Correct Care Sols., LLC

(10th Cir. 2018)
• Evidence that at least one statement was 

made angrily is probative of hostility to 
P’s pregnancy

• Decisionmaker who admitted to others 
she made the statements but then 
testified she did not remember making 
them is evidence of consciousness of 
guilt.



Harassment: Constructive 
Knowledge, p. 217 (92 of 170)

• Wilcox v. Corr. Corp. of Am., 892 F.3d 1283 
(11th Cir. 2018)

• P relied on constructive knowledge of 
harassment by D, but D had an adequate 
policy, vigorously enforced it, and provided 
alternative avenues of redress.

• Held, this bars a constructive-knowledge claim.



Harassment: One of Most Riveting 
Cases of the Year, p. 218 (93 of 170)

• Franchina v. City of Providence
(1st Cir. 2018)



Harassment: Severe or Pervasive
p. 219 (94 of 170)

• EEOC v. Costco Wholesale Corp.
(7th Cir. 2018)

• Conduct that is not overtly sexual 
must be considered in addition to the 
sexual conduct.

• Stalking matters.
• A state-court “no contact” order 

matters.



Harassment: Severe or Pervasive
p. 221 (96 of 170)

• Smelter v. Southern Home Care 
Services, 904 F.3d 1276 (11th Cir. 2018).

• P’s failure to report racial harassment 
until the day of her firing is not dispositive 
of whether she thought it was severe or 
pervasive.

• The “n” word matters, especially as an 
insult from a supervisor.  

• Humiliating statements matter.



Piggy-Back Exhaustion
p. 228 (103 of 170)

• Peeples v. City of Detroit (6th Cir. 2018)

• Piggybacking under the “single filing” 
rule does not apply where the original 
charge alleged national origin 
discrimination and the non-
exhausting plaintiffs are claiming 
racial discrimination.



Res Judicata, or Claim Preclusion
p. 230 (105 of 170)

• Ashbourne v. Hansberry, 894 F.3d 298 (D.C. 
Cir. 2018): 

• P’s Title VII claims were barred by her earlier 
litigation of constitutional and other claims 
related to her firing.

• It made no difference that she had not 
received a NORTS at the time of her earlier 
case; she could have amended her lawsuit 
when she received the NORTS.



Implicit Bias
p. 250 (125 of 170)

• Woods v. City of Greensboro (4th Cir. 
2017)

• Haynes v. Indiana University (7th Cir. 
2018)

• McKinney v. Sheriff of Whitley County
(7th Cir. 2017)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Page 107-109



Plaintiff’s Opinions of Discrimination
p. 253 (128 of 170)

• Smelter v. Southern Home Care 
Services, 904 F.3d 1276 (11th Cir. 2018).

• P’s deposition opinion that her supervisor 
was not being racial when he fired her 
was not dispositive because he was not 
the decisionmaker and she did not 
concede there was no discrimination.



Addition of New Claim at Charge 
Conference

p. 262 (137 of 170)
• Dimanche v. Mass. Bay Transp. Auth., 

893 F.3d 1 (1st Cir. 2018)
• P alleged wrongful firing under sec. 1981 

and Mass. law.
• Judge raised adding hostile environment 

at charge conference, and Ds objected 
only on legal grounds, not to lateness of 
change.  Judge instructed jury on RH.



Closing Nuggets
• Proximate cause as condition of 

damages: Eisenhour v. Weber County
(10th Cir. 2018), p. 263 (138 of 170)

• P not bound by low damages amount in 
Pretrial Order: Frey v. Coleman (7th Cir. 
2018), p. 265 (140 of 170)

• ADEA back pay mandatory: EEOC v. 
Baltimore County (4th Cir. 2018), p. 266 
(141 of 170)



Closing Nuggets
• Low jury back pay award requires 

reversal of judgment for P and new trial; 
award of PJI too low: Pittington v. Great 
Smokey Mountain Lumberjack Feud (6th 
Cir. 2018), p. 267 (142 of 170) and p. 270 
(145 of 170)

• $545,000 in front pay affirmed: Franchina 
v. City of Providence (1st Cir. 2018), p. 
273 (148 of 170)



Closing Nuggets

• Denial of all fees for submitting a 
grossly excessive petition: Young 
v. Smith (3d Cir. 2018), p. 281 
(156 of 170)



Arbitration Information
• AAA’s nationwide database on 

more than 19,000 consumer and 
employment arbitrations from 
2013 through 2017 is at 
https://www.adr.org/consumer.

• Scroll down until you see the AAA 
Consumer and Employment 
Arbitration Statistics.

https://www.adr.org/consumer


Arbitration Information
• Actual AAA decisions with 

redacted names are on Lexis, 
WestLaw, Bloomberg, etc.

• JAMS does not do this.
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